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Abstract.  We present an approach using story scripts and action descriptions in 
a form similar to the content description of storyboards to predict specific 
personality and emotional states. By constructing a hierarchical fuzzy rule-based 
system we facilitate the personality and emotion control of the body language of 
dynamic story characters. Our ultimate goal is to facilitate the high-level control of 
synthetic characters.   
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Introduction 

Building life-like or believable synthetic agents can mean different levels of 
believability acceptance such as: moving, acting, reacting believability.  Moving 
believability means characters embodied human figure animation, locomotion, and path 
finding.  Acting believability indicates a character having more styling behaviors 
including the use of gaze, posture, gesture, interpersonal space and more details. 
Reacting believability means a character personified better communication capabilities 
driven by a complex internal set of motivations, goals, emotions and personalities.  
These can relate with a variety of different research such as: emotion and personality, 
non-verbal communication, natural language processing, speech recognition [1].   

Interpersonal communication is characterized not only by verbal, but also by 
non-verbal cues.  Non-verbal signals include facial expression, gaze, gesture, posture, 
spatial behaviour, non-verbal vocalizations and the other aspects of appearance. 
Several researchers have built animated embodied conversational agents that 
synthesized speech with animated hand gestures [2].  Most of these works focus on 
gestures performed by hands and arms.  However, there are other bodily signals used 
during communications.  In this paper, we focus on body postures and gestures of the 
acting and reacting believability of story characters.   

Our research derives from high-level personality and emotion factors to map to 
overall body language of a synthetic character used in story simulation.  We focus on 
how to analyse the personality and emotion of a story character from specific context 
information in a form similar to the content description of storyboards.  Artists 
recognize these principles, and properly apply them in drawing, animating, acting or 



writing.  However, in the story scripts without the perceptual hand sketching of 
graphics, how it might be imagined for a computational synthetic agent to interpret.     

In our previous work [3], we construct a hierarchical fuzzy rule-based system to 
facilitate the reasoning of a character movement as well as map to a reasonable 
personality type and an emotional state.  We adopt the Abridged Big Five Circumplex 
Model (AB5C) of personality from psychological study [4] as a basis for a 
computational model.  We simplify and analyse 32 personality types for simulating 
animated story characters.  Our Personality and Emotion (P & E) Engine takes the 
advantage of relevant knowledge described by psychologists and researchers of 
storytelling, non-verbal communication, and human movement.  To a narrative 
character design, the categories of personality and emotion of a story character are bred 
from the story plot in the authoring process.  Personality and emotion both influence 
the behaviour decisions of a story character, e.g. to confront danger, or to withdraw 
from it.  Moreover, personality provides consistent influence of the threshold of 
different emotional intensity.  Thus, we devise a schema for this hierarchical 
relationship of personality, emotion, and behaviour.  Personality and emotional states 
are mapped into the body’s movements, which give storytelling players/designers an 
effective way to control synthetic characters through high-level personality and 
emotion controlling mechanisms.  The P & E engine provides consistent measurement 
of predictability for story character types and behaviours types which reflect on 
appropriate posture motions.   

In this paper, we extend our P& E engine to support story input and script analysis 
for generating body languages of a narrative agent.  This extension allows us to 
integrate text and non-verbal aspects of a synthetic story character to accomplish 
communication goals.  A story designer or player devise a descriptive storylines as 
inputs to the P & E engine and fine-tune the outcome of character performance.  We 
utilize the semantic of action description to facilitate the generation of character 
movements.  We analyse what body languages of an arthropathic character conveying 
corresponding to the narrative context.  As a result, users can explicitly modify or 
fine-tune the personality and emotion values to change the feeling, drive and 
motivation of the story characters, which will affect their behaviour through body 
posture expression.  

1. Modelling Believable Characters from Story Scripts 

The acting believability of a synthetic character indicates a character having more 
styling behaviours which derive from the psychological factors.  Personality, emotion, 
social relationships, and behavioural capabilities are the fundamentals for providing 
high-level directives for autonomous character architecture.  Can we analyse story 
scripts to present these fundamental factors and provide sufficient information for 
character performance?  In order to model autonomous story character that can 
perform believable acting behaviour, we identify the following challenges. 

In a story, the action and body language are generally described together to 
accomplish communication goals.  For instance, a girl might be upset with the 
stranger approaching in accord with her personality, and with her emotion upon being 
lost.  She may cross her arms as non-verbal expression to manifest defensiveness, 
rejection, and irritation.  These types of non-vocal expressions can not be decoded in 
speech or dialogue recognition processes. 



 How can we derive and differentiate the varieties of dialogues, descriptions and 
action data from context information?   

 How can we provide sufficient action descriptions of a story character in text for 
reasoning?  

 How can we create a context database (“semantic” action plan) for the 
interpretation of body language?  

Body language varies with diverse personality types and emotion states.  Every 
person has a distinctive characteristic of standing, walking, sitting, and gesture based 
on the personality types and emotional states.  Personality influences the patterns of 
our body language and gives us distinctiveness. 
 What do body languages derive from the personality types?   How emotion is 

related to body movements? 

2. Mapping Personality, Emotion and Behaviour to Body Language 

Consider what happens when we meet a stranger.  How can we tell from the posture 
of someone who stops us to ask the way where he is lost, or has designs on your 
wallet?  Naturally, we want to know whether this person is threatening, aggressive, 
sympathetic, or deceptive.  The major part of these causes derives from the variety of 
personalities.  The accumulative body signals reveal the inclination of personality.  
For instance, a person displaying more liking behaviour can be predicted high in 
openness, and extraversion.  Therefore, we decode the text to the meaning of body 
language to acquire a possible personality type.  

 In order to devise a dynamic story character, a simple way to simulate the 
personalities of the characters is through the contrast of movements.  Therefore, we 
map the personality and emotion effects to characters’ behaviour.  According to 
Lamb’s theory [5], he divided the kinesphere of the human body into three shaping 
zones:  horizontally, vertical, and sagittally orientated.  Kinesphere represents the 
metaphor of people having an orbiting vapour trail around their own body centre 
through the way they shape out movement.  In order to facilitate the analysis in body 
movement scoring system for psychological study, Bull [6] divided body movements 
into four main areas as follows, i) head  ii) trunk   iii) upper limbs  iv) lower limbs.  
We map these theories together to facilitate the modelling process of a synthetic 
character.  In Table 1, we summarize the relationship of body language, kinesphere 
posture principles and four main body areas.   

 
Table 1. Some Examples of Body Language and Four Main Areas of Body Movement 

 Body Language Kinesphere Zone 
Head Face up Chin down Vertical 
Upper Limbs Open posture Closed posture Horizontal 
Trunk Lean backward Lean forward Sagittal 
Lower Limbs Open posture Closed posture Horizontal 

3. System Architecture 

Our system consists four major parts: story scripts input, P&E (Personality and 
Emotion) engine, animation and graphics engine, and display as shown in Figure 1. In 



story input, we analyse how to generate the behaviour from a story script and map the 
meaning of body languages to the suitable psychological factors.  We utilize the 
adjectives and adverbs to describe the body language.  The P&E engine is an 
automatic high-level control of a story character’s type and emotional state.  We map 
the patterns of personality and emotion based on psychological theories to 
computational linguistic variables by a hierarchical fuzzy system.  The Animation and 
Graphics Engine interprets the value from P&E engine for the movement of animated 
characters.  The Animation and Graphics engine receives the outputs from the P&E 
engine and generates a mixed movement of posture animation by using linear 
algorithms.  It is also responsible for maintaining the geometric model and for 
controlling the rendering process as well as displays.  Finally, the results display in 
animated sequences for visualization purposes. 

 

 
Figure 1. System Overview 

3.1. Story Input Module   

Researchers transcribed the scripts and actions from a moment of a film [7] to support 
natural language generation and action.  However, non-verbal communication and 
psychological ingredients are not taken into account.  We study believable agents that 
use nonverbal communication derived from psychological models (personality and 
emotional state) to influence their behaviours.  In order to provide the sufficient action 
descriptions of a story character in text for reasoning, we devise the story structure 
which adopts the ideas of storyboard from film production.  Storyboard is formed by 
multimedia combining images, text and audio explanation to give a basic overview of 
the content and functionality of the scenario.  It expresses what, when, for how long 
pictures will be seen, and what audio and text will accompany with the images.  We 
devise six basic different dialogue scenarios for computational purposes.  Our basic 
dialogues consist of three segments: standing alone, meeting the man, and 
following/not-following the man abbreviated in Table 2. From this scenario, we 
develop more than a hundred various body postures or gestures for selection in a scene 
graph.  We describe the action detail in text to replace hand-sketches and give the 
ideas whether someone is anxious, hesitant, gentle, keen, enthusiastic, and so on.  For 
instance, the girl stares at the stranger and stands with distance.  She nibbles her 
fingernails with one suitcase grabbed tightly in the other hand.  This shows the girl is 
sceptical, anxious, impolite, careful, introverted and nervous to face the stranger.  We 
devise gestural and postural lexicons look-up table.  The cumulative meanings of 
body languages can be used to predict the possibility of personality type and emotional 
state.  By analysing the descriptive meaning of body language and story scripts, we 
are able to collect the used adjectives and adverbs.  By accumulating all the 
descriptive keywords, we are able to evaluate the maximum frequency of keywords and 
the time of emotional transitions.  From the example foresaid, the personality of the 
girl can be supposed to be low (L) in openness (O), extraversion (E) and agreeableness 
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(A), high (H) in conscientiousness (C) and neuroticism (N). Accordingly, the emotional 
state can be slightly in fear.   

Table 2. An Abbreviated Proposed Scenario 
Scene Story Scripts by Script Supervisor Actions Directed by Director Time 

1 < Ally >Ally is carrying her suitcase. 
She is lost in a bus terminal of an 
airport. 

She remains in original position and folds her 
arm in the front.  She puts down her suitcase. 
She looks around. 

1’30” 

2 <Man>A passing man offers her 
help. Can I help you? 

He is in an open posture and nodes. 1’ 

3.2. P & E Engine 

The P&E Engine consists of the hierarchical MIMO Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLCs), a 
personality FLC module and six emotion FLC modules to provide the visual 
presentation of an animation engine [3].  The personality FLC module is devised for 
reasoning the type of the story characters and behaviours.  After receiving the 
outcomes of character and behaviour types produced from the personality FLC module, 
these two factors are coupled with the emotion selection to become the input variables 
of the emotion FLC module.  There are six emotions that the FLC module constructs 
with happy, surprise, angry, sad, angry, disgust, and fear.  The output variables of 
emotion FLC are horizontal, vertical, and sagittal.  The output value of story script 
module can be used to predicate a possible personality type and then extracted to 
become the input value to P & E Engine.  The result is in the form of LHLLH 
(OCEAN respectively) as the following example description: (C-H, E-L) means careful, 
cautious, punctual, formal, and thrifty; (E-L, N-H) means lonely, weak, and cowardly.  
The meanings of these body languages are stored as data in the form of adjectives or 
adverbs mapping to our 32 types of personality combinations.  Moreover, the emotion 
transition is another output from story scripts.  We devise the emotion based on the 
numerated scenes.  The emotion of the scene is updated in P & E engine.  Time 
factor is considered as well along with the mood changing to provide a reference for 
animation and graphics engine.  This process can assist the authoring process by 
giving the personality descriptions as guideline and fine-tuning mechanism.  An 
author or a story designer can evaluate the results and decide to modulate for enhancing 
performance.  

3.3. Animation and Graphics Engine 

Human motions and our animation engine are implemented by using Maya as the 
visualization environment.  Maya Embedded Language (MEL) uses commands and 
functions defined for expression to create Maya’s interface and preset functions.  It 
allows easy creation of custom graphical user interfaces and procedures.  The 
animation and graphics engine received the possible postural values of horizontal, 
vertical, and sagittal orientation.  The movement of the character will remain in a 
consistent postural threshold as well as her/his possible habitual gestures are limited to 
display the specific personality of the character.  If the results fall short of story 
designer’s expectations, it is possible to refine the input value of P & E engine for 
better performance.  The Figure 2 displays some types of gestures and postures 
corresponding to the unfolding story.  We physically constrain the movements of an 
animated model and collect a set of data of each motion interpolation.  By fitting 



curves to data, we create an equation for each motion, for instance, 
23.0)($*5.0)($*194.0$ 2 +−= HHLegSpread  where H$  means “Horizontal” varying between 

-1 (Enclosing), 0 (Neutral), 1 (Spreading).   
 

 

4. Conclusion and Future Work 

Our system provides the fine-tuning mechanism for the subtlety of posture and gesture 
behaviour which results from the personality.  This can benefit the design process, and 
the construction of dramatic effects.  Our P & E engine has a great potential in 
animation production, although facial expressions of a story character are not included 
in the scope of this research.  The system is still limited by the variety of motions and 
path goals.  Our work can be extended to improve reacting believability by coping 
with a complex internal set of motivations and interactive entertainment industry.  In 
the emotion module, the system can be re-scaled by appending a cartoon type FLC and 
defining rules for mixing emotional combinations (e.g. happy and surprise FLC).  We 
continue working on the synthetic characters’ interaction.  How does an agent 
perceive the body language of the other interlocutor and respond to him/her based on 
his/her own personality?  There are issues related to status, power, and deception 
which commonly happen in stories.  These also should be evaluated for supporting 
narrative simulations.  Further formal evaluations will have to be carried out.  
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(a)                   (b)                   (c)                    (d) 

Figure 2. (a) Ally scratches her head. (b) She leans forward to the man.(c) She has arms-akimbo. 
(d) She folds her arms and leans backward. 


